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Abstra t
We give a mathemati al framework to des ribe the evolution of an open quantum systems
subje ted to nitely many intera tions with lassi al apparatuses. The systems in question
may be omposed of distin t, spatially separated subsystems whi h evolve independently but
may also intera t. This evolution, driven both by unitary operators and measurements, is
oded in a pre ise mathemati al stru ture in su h a way that the ru ial properties of ausality,
ovarian e and entanglement are faithfully represented. We show how our framework may be
expressed using the language of (poly) ategories and fun tors. Remarkably, important physi al
onsequen es - su h as ovarian e - follow dire tly from the fun toriality of our axioms.
We establish strong links between the physi al pi ture we propose and linear logi . Spe ifi ally we show that the re ned logi al onne tives of linear logi an be used to des ribe the
entanglements of subsystems in a pre ise way. Furthermore, we show that there is a pre ise orresponden e between the evolution of a given system and dedu tions in a ertain formal logi al
system based on the rules of linear logi .
This framework generalizes and enri hes both ausal posets and the histories approa h to
quantum me hani s.

1 Introdu tion
We propose a uniform s heme for des ribing a quantum system, intera ting with a network of lassi al obje ts. The system in question may be omposed of distin t spatially separated subsystems
whi h evolve independently, but may also intera t with ea h other at various points as well as with
the lassi al obje ts. When analyzing physi al laboratory experiments on quantum systems, we
frequently abstra t away from the on rete experimental setup and from the parti ular details of
the ma hinery involved. What we usually keep is the des ription of the quantum system - and its
spatially separated subsystems - in terms of wave fun tions or density matri es and unitary operators as well as the hanges of the quantum system indu ed by the intera tions with lassi al devi es.
Cru ial properties of the evolution su h as the ausal ordering, ovarian e of the des ription for
di erent observers and quantum entanglement between distin t subsystems should be ompletely
re e ted in any su h des ription.
 Resear h supported in part by NSERC.
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The basis of our representation is the graph of events and ausal links between them. An event
ould be one of the following: a unitary evolution of some subsystem, an intera tion of a subsystem
with a lassi al devi e (a measurement) or perhaps just the oming together or splitting apart of
several spatially separated subsystems. Events will be depi ted as verti es of a dire ted graph. The
edges of the graph will represent the ausal relations between the di erent events. The verti es of
the graph are then naturally labelled with operators representing the orresponding pro esses.
Of ourse, the pro esses of unitary evolution and measurement take a ertain amount of time;
but we are only interested in the ausal relations between su h events and this allows us to onsider
them as point-like verti es on the graph. Thus we are thinking of the duration between events as
being longer than the duration of an event so that no ausal information is lost when we represent
intera tions as events.
The stru ture des ribed thus far re e ts the kinemati al properties of the quantum system.
To des ribe the dynami s we need a omposition of the operators assigned to the verti es of the
graph. This omposition is most onveniently des ribed in terms of a omposition in a spe i
mathemati al stru ture, namely a poly ategory generated by the graph. The whole des ription
ould then be on isely summarized by noti ing that we have a fun tor from this poly ategory to
the poly ategory of Hilbert spa es. This fun tor aptures the dynami s of the system.
Causal relations are made expli it and we prove that no in uen es breaking ausality arise in
our s heme. The possible entanglement between spatially separated subsystems - represented by
distin t edges of the graph - is also a ounted for. Thus, our framework allows one to represent
lo ality of intera tion - i.e. ausal in uen es do not propagate outside the ausal \ one" - while
allowing the expression of nonlo al orrelations whi h o ur when one has quantum entanglement.
The tension between ausal evolution and quantum entanglement is resolved.
The ategori al framework that we use is intimately onne ted with linear logi . Linear logi
was originally introdu ed [Gir87℄ as a logi intended for a ner analysis of the way resour es are
onsumed during the ourse of a proof. This logi has had a signi ant impa t on the theory of
omputation as well as su h far- ung areas as linguisti s and pure mathemati s. In the present
paper, the onne tives of linear logi will be used to express the existen e or nonexisten e of
nonlo al orrelations. What we will introdu e is a dedu tive system based on the graph-theoreti
stru ture of the system that pre isely pi ks out the spatial sli es of physi al interest. Thus evolution
of the system orresponds to logi al dedu tions within this dedu tive system. For an expository
introdu tion to linear logi , see the review by Girard [Gir95℄ or the brief exposition in Appendix B.
1.1

Relation to other work

Next we outline the relations of our proposal to some re ent approa hes to quantum me hani s and
quantum gravity.

1.1.1 Consistent and de oherent histories
The onsistent histories approa h to quantum me hani s due to GriÆths and Omnes [Gri96,
Omn94℄ was formulated with the aim of shedding new light on the on eptual diÆ ulties of the
theory. A losely related proposal with di erent motivation is the de oherent histories approa h to
quantum osmology of Gell-Mann and Hartle [GMH93℄. The basi ingredient in both approa hes
is the notion of a history of the quantum system des ribed by a sequen e of proje tion operators
in the Hilbert spa e of the system, for a su ession of times. The goal of quantum me hani s is
to determine the probability of an event or a sequen e of events, thus one might hope to assign
2

probabilities to the histories of the quantum system. In order for the probabilities to be additive in the usual sense, the histories have to be mutually noninterfering. Sets of histories obeying
this ondition are sele ted with the use of a spe ial bilinear form on histories - the de oheren e
fun tional.
A parti ular history is mathemati ally represented as a linearly ordered sequen e of proje tion
operators in the Hilbert spa e of the quantum me hani al system. But the linear ausal ordering
of the events in a history is too restri tive in many experimental situations, in parti ular when
analyzing spatially separated entangled quantum systems. This issue is even more pressing for
quantum osmology onsiderations. An appli ation of the histories approa h to quantum eld
theory on a urved spa e-time [Ble91℄ must assume the existen e of a globally hyperboli manifold,
and thus via the asso iated foliation, a linear ordering of the histories of the quantum eld.
Our proposal for des ribing the evolution of an open quantum system an be onsidered as
des ribing a single history in a set of histories. The important point is that events are no longer
linearly ordered by temporal order but, rather, partially ordered with respe t to the ausal order. This allows one to apture the notion of ausal evolution in a manifestly ovariant fashion.
The onsisten y/de oheren e ondition for histories has an immediate generalization for histories
des ribed by more general graphs as proposed here.

1.1.2 Causal sets
Causal sets form the basis of an approa h to quantum gravity mainly advo ated by R. Sorkin
and ollaborators [BLMS87, Sor91℄, where the basi idea is to take the notion of ausality as the
primitive. In lassi al relativity, the stru ture of the spa e-time manifold together with a metri
of Lorentzian signature determines the ausality relation. An important observation is that the
ausal stru ture is onformally invariant, i.e. determined by only the onformal equivalen e lass
of the metri and hen e more primitive than the metri . Various proposals for quantum gravity for example, the twistor program [PM72℄ - have taken as their point of departure the idea that the
ausal stru ture is more fundamental than the metri stru ture.
In the ausal sets approa h, one takes the point of view that, at the smallest length s ales,
spa etime is inherently dis rete and that the ausal stru ture, the \light ones", are fundamental.
This leads naturally to the idea of a partially ordered set (poset for short) where the elements are
events and two events are related by ausality. The main interest is in approximating ontinuous
spa etimes with su h stru tures and de ning pro esses that would generate these stru tures, with
a view to an eventual theory of quantum gravity. Though the aims are rather di erent the issues
onne ted with ausality are losely related.
Causal sets are further motivated by the idea that a dis rete stru ture would avoid the singularities that plague physi s (both lassi al and quantum). The assumption that spa e-time should be a
ontinuous manifold is one of the ingredients that leads to the problemati singularities of quantum
eld theory and general relativity. In the ausal sets approa h, spa e-time is a dis rete stru ture, thus possibly avoiding these singularities, the idea being that at the Plan k s ale, ontinuous
geometry gives way to dis rete geometry.
One way to think of this is that one approximates a manifold as one \sprinkles" more and
more points into the ausal set in a uniform fashion. More formally, one would want to obtain a
manifold as the ategori al limit of a diagram of posets and embeddings [Ma 98℄. Appli ations and
extensions of these ideas an be found in papers su h as [Mar00, MS97, Rap00℄, although this list
is by no means exhaustive. In our approa h we are not thinking about generating the spa etime
through su h limiting pro esses, but the idea of a ausal set is impli it in our work. For us, a nite
3

ausal set is the kinemati al framework on whi h we des ribe evolution and information ow.

1.1.3 Quantum ausal histories
The notion of quantum ausal history was introdu ed by Markopoulou in [Mar00℄. One begins
with a poset ( ausal set) and assigns Hilbert spa es to the verti es and evolution operators to sets
of edges. The assignment must satisfy properties analogous to fun toriality. However, within this
framework, one is qui kly led to violations of ausality - as the author herself notes - essentially
be ause the sli es used are \too global." She mentions the possibility of working with a dual view.
In fa t, in our work, we take su h a dualized view as our starting point. In other words we assign
operators representing evolution or measurement to verti es and Hilbert spa es to the edges, in a
way satisfying (poly)fun toriality.
1.2

The Importan e of Categories

A ategory an be seen as a generalization of a poset in the following sense. A poset merely re ords
that an element x is less than y but a ategory keeps tra k of the di erent ways in whi h x might
be less than y. For example, in logi one might onsider formulas (denoted by Greek letters like ,
et . ) and the relationship of provability between them. Thus one would write  ` to mean
that starting from the assumption  one an prove . This gives rise to a transitive and re exive
relation; if one onsiders equivalen e lasses of formulas (two formulas being equivalent if ea h an
be used to prove the other) we get a poset. However, if we are interested in distinguishing distin t
proofs we need to keep tra k of the di erent ways in whi h  an be used to prove . Thus formulas
as obje ts and proofs as morphisms an be organized into a ategory.
In a poset when one writes x  y then, depending on the ontext, one is stating something like
the following:

 x is less than y;
 x pre edes y;
 x implies y.
or any of several other possibilities. In a ausal set, we have in mind that x ausally pre edes y.
In the present work, we are parti ularly interested in modelling the idea that information an
ow from one event to another in a number of di erent ways, along di erent paths or hannels.
We would like to keep tra k of all these various independent paths. The stru ture of a poset is
inadequate for a hieving this, as we would like to say that x  y in several di erent ways. This
naturally suggests that we pass from posets to more general graphs and eventually to ategories.
Many re ent experiments feature spatially distributed quantum systems. When entangled quantum subsystems ome ba k together in the same spa etime region, the des ription of the resulting
system is ausally in uen ed by all events in the paths of the subsystems. In parti ular a past event
ould in uen e the future events in several distin t ways through di erent paths. Our s heme is
well adapted for analyzing experiments featuring spatially separated quantum entangled entities
and ould be used in the eld of quantum information pro essing to analyze information ow
situations.
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1.3

Contents of the present paper

Se tion 2 presents the basi ideas of our s heme via an example. Se tion 3 dis usses the basi
physi al ideas involved. In the rst subse tion we review the notions of measurements and interventions. In the next subse tion we give the dynami al pres ription in a spe ial ase and in the
nal subse tions we give the general pres ription and prove ovarian e. In se tion 4 we review basi fa ts about poly ategories and their onstru tion. We also des ribe the poly ategory of Hilbert
spa es and intervention operators we will be using. In se tion 5 we give a logi al presentation of
poly ategories and establish the onne tion between our stru tures and linear logi . A fun torial
version of our dynami al pres ription is then presented. We end with a dis ussion on further appli ations of our s heme. We in lude an appendix on quantum me hani s, from the point of view
of density matri es, for the bene t of readers who are not familiar with this topi . It is our hope
that this paper will interest members of several di erent ommunities within mathemati s, logi
and physi s.

2 Causal information ow via examples
Consider a quantum system evolving in spa e-time while being subje ted to intera tions with
lassi al observers at a number of points. The ausal and spatio-temporal relations in the system
will be represented by a dire ted a y li graph (hereafter alled a dag ). The verti es of the graph whi h will be drawn as boxes - represent the events in the evolution of the system. An event ould
be a measurement by a lassi al observer, a lo al unitary evolution or just a splitting of a subsystem
into several spatially separated subsystems, whi h however ould still share an entangled ommon
state. The propagation of the di erent subsystems will be indi ated by the edges of the graph.
There are a number of ausal relations between edges and verti es. A vertex v1 is said to
immediately pre ede v2 if there is a (dire ted) edge from v1 to v2 . We write v1  v2 for the re exive
transitive losure of immediate pre eden e; thus v  v always holds and v1  v2 means that there
is a dire ted path from v1 to v2 (possibly of length zero). When v1  v2 we sometimes say v1 is
\to the past of" v2 and dually \v2 is to the future of v1 ." When we draw a poset we typi ally
leave out the self-loops and only draw the minimal number of edges needed to infer all the others;
the so- alled \Hasse diagram" of the poset. We note that our graphs will have initial and nal
\half-edges", i.e. edges with only one endpoint. Physi ally we have some quantum states in oming
(or \prepared") followed by some intera tions and some outgoing state.
The relation between verti es indu es a ausal relation between edges. We say that an edge e1
is to the past of another edge e2 if the terminal vertex of e1 , say v1 and the initial vertex of e2 , say
v2 , satisfy v1  v2 . Note that we ould have v1 = v2 . An initial edge is not to the future of any
edge, nor is a nal edge to the past of any other edge. If two edges are not ausally related, we
say that they are \spa elike separated" or a ausal. Note that two spa elike separated edges ould
share a ommon terminal vertex or a ommon initial vertex, (but sin e we have a graph, not both).
A spa e-like sli e is de ned as a set of pairwise a ausal edges. Hen eforth, whenever we say \sli e"
we will always mean \spa elike sli e." Note that the initial (or nal) edges form a spa elike sli e.
We all this the initial ( nal) sli e.
For example for the graph of Figure 1 the set of edges fe ; ed ; ee g form a spa e-like sli e. Another
example is the set fef ; ed ; ee g. The edges ea and eb form the initial sli e. The edges ea ; eb ; ef and
eg are half-edges, with ea and eb initial, and ef and eg nal.
Asso iated with any edge ei is an observer who has a ess to a subsystem of the omplete
quantum system. Thus the edges represent lo al information. Ea h edge ei is assigned a density
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matrix i in a Hilbert spa e Hi 1 . The density matrix i des ribes the knowledge about the quantum
system available to the lo al observer at the edge ei . More generally density matri es will be
asso iated to spa e-like sli es. For a spa e-like sli e onsisting of edges fei1 ; : : : ei g, the assigned
density matrix will be denoted i1 ;:::i . This density matrix des ribes the subsystem of the whole
quantum system for that spa e-like sli e. Every spa e-like sli e has also a Hilbert spa e whi h is
the tensor produ t of the Hilbert spa es of the edges forming the sli e. However the density matrix
asso iated with the sli e is not in general a tensor produ t of the density matri es on the edges. If
it were, we ould not apture non-lo al quantum orrelations.
The graph of Figure 1, represents a quantum system Q whi h starts evolving from a state in
whi h Q onsists of two spatially separated subsystems Qa and Qb des ribed by density matri es
a and b respe tively, in Hilbert spa es Ha and Hb . The initial edges ea and eb form the initial
sli e in this simple system. We will follow the onvention that if the initial sli e onsists of several
edges, the initial state of the whole system is a tensor produ t state, i.e. the subsystems are not
entangled. For the above example, init = a b and a = j a ih a j and b = j b ih b j. Entangled
subsystems on distin t edges will always have at least one event in the ommon past. Thus we
always expli itly represent the intera tion whi h aused the entanglement.
Ea h vertex vi of the graph is labelled with an operator Ti whi h des ribes the pro ess taking
pla e at the orresponding event. The operator Ti at a given event vi takes density matri es
on the tensor produ t of Hilbert spa es living on the in oming edges at vi to density matri es
on the tensor produ t Hilbert spa e of outgoing edges. The pro ess at a vertex ould be an
intervention 2 orresponding to a positive operator-valued measure (POVM) [NC00, Per95℄ or a
unitary transformation. Or instead of an external or unitary a tion there ould be several quantum
subsystems that ome together and then split apart, possibly in a di erent way. We will onsider
this last ase as a parti ular instan e of a unitary evolution with identity evolution operator. As a
simple example, in the ase of an event orresponding to unitary evolution by a unitary operator
U , we have the usual expression:
p

p

in

7!

out = Uin U y

(1)
The general expression for an operator asso iated to an event will be dis ussed fully in the next
se tion, see equation (3).
1

Throughout the paper, we assume that the graph and the dimensions of all Hilbert spa es are nite.
Interventions are generalized measurements where a quantum subsystem ould be dis arded [Per00a℄. This will
be dis ussed more fully below.
2
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Here we will dis uss some of the onditions su h a dynami al s heme has to satisfy in order to
re e t ausality and other physi al properties of the quantum system. Causality is the ondition
that the density matrix on a given edge should not depend on the a tions performed at verti es
whi h are a ausal to this edge or are in its future. For example, referring ba k to Figure 1, we
would like any quantum evolution rule to say that the density matrix at eg is una e ted by the
intervention at v3 or the density matrix at ef is una e ted by the intervention at v2 . A general
unitary evolution between the states of two spa e-like sli es is easily shown to violate this ondition.
Therefore we need to in orporate some sort of lo ality ondition into the evolution s heme.
It is not hard to formulate su h an evolution s heme. For example, one ould work with the dual
pi ture and have evolution o ur along edges with density matri es at the verti es. It is not hard
to formulate rules whi h would enfor e ausality properly in su h a framework. Unfortunately this
rules out quantum orrelations a ross spatially separated subsystems. Thus, the evolution s heme
annot be too lo al be ause entangled subsystems of the quantum system ould y apart and later
ome together at a vertex.
Consider the system shown in Figure 2. The quantum system represented in this graph is as
f
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Figure 2:
follows. The system is prepared in a state a as indi ated by the density matrix a = j a ih a j
on the in oming edge. At the vertex v1 the system splits into two spatially separated subsystems
on the edges eb and e whi h, in general, are still des ribed by a global entangled state. The lo al
transformations T2 and T3 will, in general, preserve the entanglement and the global state will be
still entangled on the spa e-like sli e fed ; ee g. The two subsystems ome together at the vertex v4 .
The two lo al density matri es d and e are not suÆ ient to re onstru t the entangled state of the
system des ribed by f . The o -diagonal terms of f are not re e ted in the lo al density matri es,
d and e. We need to in lude information about the history of the state on the spa e-like sli e
fed ; ee g in order to re onstru t the global state. One possibility is to work with global spa e-like
sli es, and show that the s heme is generally ovariant in the sense of being sli e-independent. In
our fun torial approa h, ertain preferred (not ne essarily global) spa elike sli es a ount for all
7

entanglement.
The rules for onstru ting and labeling the graphs given so far re e t the kinemati s of the
quantum system. Spe ifying the dynami s amounts to a pres ription for how to obtain the density
matri es on every edge from the density matrix on the initial sli e and the operators at the verti es
of the graph. This pres ription will be given below in se tion 3.

3 Dynami s on Graphs
3.1

Measurements and Interventions

We begin with some standard material on density matri es and positive operator-valued measures
(POVMs) [NC00, Pre℄, before introdu ing Peres' notion of intervention operator [Per00a℄.
Density matri es are used for des ribing quantum subsystems whi h are part of larger quantum
systems. In parti ular a lo al observer who has a ess only to a subsystem Q1 of a quantum system
Q will asso iate a density matrix to his subsystem. Let H be the Hilbert spa e of state ve tors of
Q.
If the overall system Q is in a state des ribed by a wave fun tion j i 2 H, then its density
matrix is the operator  = j ih j 2 End(H). Sin e Q an be de omposed into subsystems, its
Hilbert spa e is a tensor produ t H = H1 H2 of the Hilbert spa e H1 of the subsystem Q1 and the
Hilbert spa e H2 des ribing the remaining degrees of freedom. The density matrix of the subsystem
Q1 is then given by a partial tra e with respe t the Hilbert spa e H2 : 1 = T rH2 . If H is any
Hilbert spa e, then the spa e of all density matri es will be denoted DM(H). For more details on
density matri es, see Appendix A.
The measurement of a property of a quantum system involves intera tion with a lassi al apparatus. When a lassi al apparatus measures an observable of a quantum subsystem sitting inside
a larger system the appropriate mathemati al formalism for su h generalized measurement is that
of positive operator-valued measure or POVM. Let the possible out omes of the measurement be
labelled by the letter  2 f1 : : : N g. The measurement involves intera tion between the apparatus
and the quantum system, des ribed by a unitary operator. The lassi al apparatus has a preferred
basis of states indexed by . After the measurement, the apparatus appears in one these preferred
states. Sin e we are only interested in des ribing our quantum subsystem Q1 , we tra e out all the
remaining degrees of freedom. E e tively to every out ome  is asso iated an operator F . The
density matrix of Q1 after the measurement with out ome  is given by
1
(2)
0 = F Fy
p

where  is the density matrix before the measurement and p is a numeri al fa tor normalizing
the resulting density matrix to unit tra e. Consider the family of positive operators E = Fy F .
For a generalized measurement these have to satisfy the ondition  E = I . The probability p
for obtaining a measurement result labelled by  is then given by: p = T rE . This justi es the
name POVM.
Even more general measurement pro esses ould be onsidered if the observer dis ards part of
the quantum system during the pro ess of measurement. The appropriate mathemati al formalism
for des ribing these generalized measurements is that of intervention operators [Per00a℄. In the
pro ess of measurement, the density matrix hanges a ording to:
1
Am  Aym
(3)
0 =

P

p
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Figure 3:
The families of maps Am now a t in general from one Hilbert spa e to another, i.e for xed  and
m they orrespond to re tangular matri es.
The label  again distinguishes the set of possible out omes and the letter m labels the degrees of freedom dis arded during this generalized measurement. Sin e the maps Am ome from
measurements realized by unitary operator on some larger Hilbert spa e they again satisfy a ompleteness ondition: m Aym Am = I , where I is the identity operator in the appropriate Hilbert
spa e. Noti e that if the labels  and m are absent in (3) the equation des ribes unitary evolution.
Sin e the events we onsider are generalized measurements or unitary evolutions, equation (3) is
the appropriate mathemati al representation of those pro esses in full generality. Su h maps (3)
on density matri es will be alled intervention operators.

P

3.2

The dynami al pres ription

We are now ready to start dis ussing the dynami s of a quantum system represented by a dag G.
Dynami s will be des ribed by supposing that we are given a density matrix on the initial spa elike
sli e, and then giving a pres ription for al ulating the density matri es of future spa elike sli es.
In essen e, we are propagating the initial data throughout the system.
To ea h vertex i 2 G will be assigned an operator Ti , and to ea h edge ej will be assigned a
Hilbert spa e Hj . We note that all in oming (or outgoing) edges of a given vertex are pairwise
a ausal and thus form a spa elike sli e. Thus there will be a density matrix in
i asso iated to the
sli e of the in oming edges. Then one obtains the density matrix for the sli e of the outgoing edges
by:
out
in
i = Ti (i ):
Noti e that more generally, for two a ausal verti es, the sets of in oming or outgoing edges are
pairwise a ausal. Thus, the asso iated intervention operators will a t on di erent Hilbert spa es
and hen e ommute.
We begin with an illustrative example. Consider the dag of Figure 3. Given the state on
9

the initial sli e, the operators at the events propagate the state to the future. In the example of
Figure 3 we have:  = T1 (a ), fde = T2 (b ). However the next intervention operator T3 must
a t on the so far unde ned density matrix  d . T3 takes density matri es on H Hd to those on
Hg Hh. By extending T3 with the appropriate identity operators, we an view it as a map from
DM(H Hd He Hf ) to DM(He Hf Hg Hh). Then we an de ne the density matrix on
another spa e-like sli e, namely fghe = T3 ( fde ). Similarly fdi = T4 (fde ) and so on. Starting
from density matri es on the initial edges and using the intervention operators asso iated with the
verti es - extended with identities as needed - we obtain density matri es on spe i spa e-like
sli es.
The above indu tive pro ess for propagating density matri es an be applied to any system
des ribed by a dag. However, the pro edure only gives the density matri es for ertain spa elike
sli es within the dag. For example, this pro edure does not yet yield a matrix for the sli e de. To
al ulate su h density matri es, we will also have to make use of the tra e operator. Before extending
the pro edure to su h sli es, we rst onsider those for whi h the above pro ess is suÆ ient. We
all these sli es lo ative.

De nition 3.1 Let G be a dag, and L a sli e of G. Consider the set of all verti es V whi h are
to the past of some edge in L. Let I be the set of initial edges in the past of L. Consider all paths
of maximal length beginning at an element of I and only going through verti es of V . Then L is
lo ative if all su h paths end with an edge in L.
In our example, the lo ative sli es are the following:
a; b; ab; ; b; def; adef; def; efgh; adfi; dfi; fghe; fghi; fgk; hej; hij; jk

while, for example, de is not lo ative. Note that the fa t that maximal sli es are always lo ative
follows immediately from the de nition of lo ative.
We now des ribe the general rule for al ulating the density matri es on lo ative sli es. Assoiated with ea h lo ative sli e L is the set I of initial edges in the past of L. We hoose a family
of sli es that begins with I and ends with L in the following way. Consider the set of verti es V
between the edges in I and the edges in L. Be ause L is lo ative we know that propagating sli es
forwards through the verti es in V will reprodu e L. Let M  V be su h that the verti es in M
are minimal in V with respe t to ausal ordering. We hoose arbitrarily any vertex u in M , remove
the in oming edges of u and add the outgoing edges of u to the set I obtaining a new set of edges
I1 . It is lear that I1 is spa elike and lo ative. Pro eeding indu tively in this fashion we obtain a
sequen e of sli es I = I0 ; I1 ; I2 ; : : : ; In = L, where n is the ardinality of V . Of ourse, this family
of sli es is far from unique.
The dynami s is obtained as follows. Re all that the states on initial edges are assumed not to
be entangled with ea h other so that one an obtain the density matrix on any set of initial edges,
in parti ular I , by a tensor produ t. Let 0 be the density matrix on I . We look at the vertex u
that was used to go from I to I1 and apply the intervention operator T assigned to this vertex possibly augmented with identity operators as in the example above. Pro eeding indu tively along
the family of sli es, we obtain the density matrix n on L.
The important point now is that n does not depend on the hoi e of sli ing used in going from
I to L. This an be argued as follows. Suppose we have a lo ative sli e S and two verti es u and v
whi h are both ausally minimal above S and a ausal with respe t to ea h other. Then we have four
sli es to onsider, S , Su , Sv and Suv where by Su we mean the sli e obtained from S by removing
the in oming edges of u and adding the outgoing edges of u to S and similarly for the others. It is
lear, in this ase, that the intervention operators assigned to u and to v ommute and the density
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matrix omputed on Suv is independent of whether we evolved along the sequen e S ! Su ! Suv
or S ! Sv ! Suv . Now when we onstru ted our sli es at ea h stage we had the hoi e between
di erent minimal verti es to add to the sli e. But su h verti es are learly pairwise a ausal and
hen e, by the previous argument applied indu tively, the evolution pres ription is independent of
all possible hoi es.
So far we have de ned density matri es on lo ative sli es only. To de ne density matri es on
general spa elike sli es we will need to onsider partial tra ing operations.
3.3

General Sli es

Re all that when one has subsystems Q1 and Q2 of a quantum system Q, the Hilbert spa e for Q
may be de omposed as H1 H2 where Hi represents Qi . The density matrix for Q1 is obtained
by tra ing over H2 . To obtain a andidate for the density matrix of a spa elike sli e L, we should
nd a lo ative sli e M that ontains L and tra e over the Hilbert spa es on edges in M n L. Su h
a lo ative sli e M always exists be ause maximal spa elike sli es are always lo ative. M is not
unique however, and thus - as we did for lo ative sli es - we must show that di erent hoi es give
the same result. To simplify the notation we will dis uss the ase of density matri es asso iated
with single edges. The ase of a general spa e-like sli e is similar.
Consider an edge ei in a graph G. Let Vi = fvi1 ; : : : ; vi g be the set of verti es in the past of
ei . Let Ii = fei1 ; : : : ; ei g be the set of initial edges in the past of ei . Constru ting a sequen e of
sli es by in rementally in orporating the verti es of Vi in a manner similar to what we did in the
previous subse tion, we get a lo ative sli e Mi ontaining ei . Starting with the density matri es on
the edges of Ii and applying the operators asso iated with the verti es of Vi , we obtain the density
matrix on the lo ative sli e Mi . It is lear that Mi is in an evident sense the minimal lo ative sli e
ontaining ei .
p

q

De nition 3.2 We shall refer to Mi as the least lo ative sli e of the edge ei .
Let the least lo ative sli e Mi of an edge ei onsist of edges fei ; ej1 ; : : : ; ej g. The density matrix
i;j1 ;:::;j on Mi is an element of the spa e End (Hi Hj1    Hj ). Let T rj1:::j be the partial
tra e operation End (Hi Hj1    Hj ) ! End (Hi ).
r

r

r

r

r

De nition 3.3 (Density matrix asso iated with an edge) The density matrix i at the edge
ei is de ned to be:
i = T rj1:::j i;j1 ;:::;j :
(4)
r

r

If Mi onsists of the single edge ei , then no tra ing is done.

Remark 3.4 The ausality ondition for evolving the initial data on G requires that the density
matrix asso iated with a given edge ei depends only on the initial data in the past of ei and only those
interventions to the past of ei . The density matrix i as de ned in 3.3 satis es this requirement by
onstru tion and so our pres ription for dynami al evolution is ausal.
In general, the edge ei is ontained in many lo ative sli es and we ould just as well have de ned
i by tra ing over the omplimentary degrees of freedom in any of these lo ative sli es. Independen e
of the resulting density matri es is the dis rete analog of Lorenz (or general) ovarian e in our
framework. To larify the dis ussion onsider the quantum system represented by the graph on
Figure 4.
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d 6
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Figure 4:
Let the initial a be the density matrix
entangled state of two spin 1=2 subp of a" maximally
"
#
#
systems: a = j a ih a j, where a = 1= 2 ( 1
2 + 1
2 ). At the rst vertex the two
subsystems separate with no lassi al intervention. Therefore b = a . The sli e feb ; e g is the
least lo ative sli e for the edge eb and we an ompute the density matrix asso iated to this edge:
b = T r b = 1=2 (j 1" ih 1" j + j 1# ih 1# j). Next, let the intervention at the se ond vertex be a measurement on the orresponding subsystem with the result that the spin was found to be in the state
"
2 . The intervention operator is the proje tion operator on this state of the se ond subsystem:
T () = 2 P2" P2" . We obtain: bd = T (b ) = (j 1" i j 2" i)(h 1" j h 2" j). If now we attempt to
tra e bd over the subsystem asso iated with the edge ed , we will obtain an in orre t result for b ,
namely j 1" ih 1" j. The resolution is well known. Sin e a lassi al observer lo ated on the edge eb
is not aware of the result of the intervention at the se ond vertex, for him the density matrix bd
has evolved from b by an operator T~ whi h in ludes all possible out omes of the measurement:
~bd = T~(b ) = s=";# P2s b P2s. Tra ing out the d-subsystem in the expression for ~bd , we obtain
the orre t expression for b , namely b = 1=2 (j 1" ih 1" j + j 1# ih 1# j).
Now we give the general pres ription for omputing the density matrix on an edge ei from an
arbitrary lo ative sli e L ontaining this edge. We rst ompute a density matrix ~L for the sli e
L. But note this is not the density matrix of de nition 3.3.
This density matrix is omputed from the initial data by applying intervention operators for
the events in the past of L as before. But now, we will onsider two types of events in the past
of L, those that are in the past of ei and those that are not. For the events that are in the
past of the edge ei , we use our regular intervention operators without a summation over the set
of possible out omes:  7! 1=p m Am Aym . We do not sum over the out omes in this ase
pre isely be ause the out ome is in fa t known at ei . For the events that are in the past of the
sli e L but not in the past of the edge ei , we use operators whi h sum over all possible out omes:
 7! m Am Aym . This time, of ourse, the summation is there be ause the out ome annot be
known at ei sin e these events are not in the past of ei .
After we have obtained ~L , we tra e out those subsystems asso iated with edges in L ex ept for
ei to obtain the density matrix ~i . This is the density matrix asso iated with our preferred edge
ei , as omputed from the sli e L. The independen e of the result on the hoi e of L is expressed in
the following proposition:

P

P

P

Proposition 3.5 (Covarian e) Let ei be an edge in the dag G. The density matrix i asso iated
with the edge ei does not depend on the hoi e of lo ative sli e used to ompute it.
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Proof. We have already demonstrated that to any edge ei , there is a unique least lo ative sli e Mi
ontaining ei . Let i be the density matrix for the edge ei as omputed from the least lo ative sli e
and let ~i be the density matrix for the same edge but omputed from an arbitrary lo ative sli e,
say L, ontaining ei . We will demonstrate the lemma by showing that i = ~i .
First note that Mi being less than L implies that there is a set V of events between Mi and
L. The plan is to remove the e e t of these events and show that, at ea h stage, the density
matrix is una e ted. We begin by pi king a maximal event, say k, with the intervention operator
Tk . Sin e k is maximal and hen e a ausal with all other maximal elements of V , as well as with
all the maximal elements to the past of ei , the intervention operator at k ommutes with all the
intervention operators at the verti es just mentioned. Thus, we an hoose the intervention operator
Tk to be the outermost, i.e. the density matrix L obtained by propagating to L an be written as
L = Tk (0 )

where 0 is the density matrix on the (lo ative) sli e obtained by removing the edges to the future of
k from L and adding the edges to the past of k. Using the expli it general form for an intervention
operator,
(k) 0 Ay(k) :
L =
A;m
;m

X
;m

In order to obtain the density matrix ~i , we tra e over all Hilbert spa es asso iated with edges in
L ex ept ei . In parti ular, we tra e over the outgoing edges asso iated with k. Now we an use the
y li property of tra e and rewrite the expression for ~i as,
~i = T r( Ay(k) A(k) 0 ):

X
;m

Now we use the identity
to get

;m ;m

X Ay
m

m Am

=I

~i = T r(0 ):

We have eliminated the e e t of the intervention operator at k. Pro eeding indu tively we an
peel o the intervention operators asso iated with the rest of the verti es in V , thus
~i = i :

A similar argument for the ase of a simple system represented by the dag in Figure 2 is
ontained in [Per00b℄.

4 Poly ategories
We now wish to give a more axiomati treatment of the above onstru tion. This will require the
use of several on epts from ategory theory and logi , whi h we now present.
We begin by introdu ing the algebrai or ategori al on epts ne essary for our formulation
of the dynami s of quantum information ow. While it might seem that these stru tures are
ex essively abstra t, this level of abstra tion has several advantages. First, it provides a great
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deal of generality. Our de nition an be applied in many ontexts, in parti ular it may be applied
in situations other than the sorts of information ow onsidered here. Se ond, the two ru ial
properties of interest, ausality and ovarian e, now be ome straightforward onsequen es of the
fun toriality of our axioms.
4.1

Posets, dire ted graphs and

ategories

For omparison, we re all brie y that a poset is a set P together with a binary relation on P (i.e. a
subset of P  P ) denoted  that satis es the properties of antisymmetry, transitivity and re exivity.
It is a natural generalization of this idea to onsider dire ted graphs. A dire ted graph is simply a
set D, the set of verti es or nodes, together with a binary relation R on D. No properties of R are
required in the de nition of dire ted graph. In parti ular there is no impli it transitivity assumed.
A dire ted graph has a natural geometri visualization. One onsiders the nodes as points in the
plane, and if x and y are nodes with hx; yi 2 R, we draw an arrow from x to y.
As already remarked, the nodes of our dire ted graph will be events, and arrows will represent
propagation from one event to another. To avoid temporal loops, we will add the single requirement
that our dire ted graphs be a y li , i.e. there does not exist a sequen e of edges x1 ; x2 ; : : : ; xn su h
that for all i 2 f1; 2; : : : ; n 1g, we have hxi ; xi+1 i 2 R, and x1 = xn . This of ourse orresponds to
there being no dire ted y les in the geometri representation. Hereafter, a dire ted a y li graph
will be alled a dag. Note that every poset, onsidered as a dire ted graph, is a y li . This is a
onsequen e of transitivity and antisymmetry. But dags are a genuine generalization of posets.
This di eren e will be ome more apparent when we onsider the spa e of paths. In a poset all
the paths are already in luded (even if they are not expli itly drawn in the visualization of the
poset). When we onsider paths through a dag we may have multiple paths between the same two
verti es. These multiple paths represent di erent ways that information owed from one point to
another, thus, we must regard them as distin t. Therefore - unlike the ase with posets - we do
not just want to regard the resulting stru ture as a binary relation, rather, we want to view it as
a ategory.
It is natural to asso iate to any dag D, indeed to any dire ted graph, a ategory. We rst brie y
remind the reader of the basi de nitions. See [Ma 98℄ for a more extensive introdu tion.

De nition 4.1 A ategory C onsists of two olle tions, the olle tion of obje ts and the olle tion
of morphisms. Ea h morphism is assigned a domain and odomain, both being obje ts of C.
Typi ally we write f : A ! B to mean f is a morphism with domain A and odomain B . To every
obje t A, we have a spe ial morphism, the identity id : A ! A. There is also a omposition law
whi h takes morphisms f : A ! B and g : B ! C and returns a morphism gf : A ! C . All this
data must satisfy several evident equations, as des ribed for example in [Ma 98℄. We also remind
the reader that a fun tor is a morphism of ategories, i.e. a fun tor, denoted F : C ! D onsists
of a fun tion taking obje ts 2 C to obje ts F ( ) 2 D and taking morphisms f : ! d in C to
morphisms F (f ): F ( ) ! F (d). A fun tor must preserve identities and omposition.
To ea h dag D, we asso iate a ategory C(D). This is the ategory freely generated by the dag.
See for example [Ma 98℄ Chapter 2, for a detailed des ription. The obje ts of our free ategory
will be the verti es of D. If x and y are verti es, a morphism from x to y is a dire ted path in
our dag. Identities are paths of length 0, and omposition is given by on atenation of paths. The
veri ation of the axioms for a ategory is straightforward.
One of the key points of our work is that we are proposing passing from posets to ategories. As
we have remarked before, ategories are more general than posets, indeed posets orrespond to a
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degenerate lass of ategories in whi h there is at most one morphism between any two obje ts. The
ri her stru ture of ategories allows us to retain more information about the system. Intuitively,
the use of ategories allows us not merely to note that x ausally pre edes y, but to keep tra k of
the di erent ways that x may evolve into y. To make this more pre ise, we need a slightly di erent
onstru tion on dags, whi h will yield poly ategories as opposed to ategories.
4.2

Poly ategories

Roughly speaking, the distin tion between ategories and poly ategories is the following: A ategory
allows one to have morphisms whi h go from single obje ts to single obje ts. A poly ategory allows
one to have morphisms from lists of obje ts to lists of obje ts. A typi al morphism in a poly ategory
(hereafter alled a polymorphism) would be denoted:
f : A 1 ; A2 ; : : : ; A n

! B1 ; B2 ; : : : ; B m

There are a number of ontexts in whi h su h a generalization would be useful. Before giving
the formal de nition, we dis uss two su h ontexts. The rst arises in algebra. Consider Hilbert
spa es, ve tor spa es or any lass of modules in whi h one an form a tensor produ t. Then we
an de ne a poly ategory as follows. Our obje ts will be su h spa es, and a morphism of the above
form will be a linear fun tion:
f : A1

A2

:::

An

! B1

B2

:::

Bm

Thus poly ategories have proven to be quite useful in the analysis of (ordinary) ategories in
whi h one an form tensor produ ts of obje ts. Indeed this was the original motivation for their
de nition. See [Lam69, Sza75℄. Categories in whi h one has a reasonable notion of tensor produ t
are alled monoidal, and have re ently gured prominently in several areas of mathemati al physi s,
most notably topologi al quantum eld theory [Ati90, BD95℄.
The se ond well-known appli ation of poly ategories is to logi . Typi ally logi ians are interested in the analysis of sequents, written:
A1 ; A 2 ; : : : ; A n ` B 1 ; B 2 ; : : : ; B m

Now A1 ; A2 ; : : : ; An ; B1 ; B2 ; : : : ; Bm represent formulas in some logi al system. We say that the
above sequent holds if and only if the onjun tion of A1 ; A2 ; : : : ; An logi ally entails the disjun tion
of B1 ; B2 ; : : : ; Bm . There is a well-established orresponden e between the sort of logi al entailments
onsidered here and ategori al stru tures. See for example [LS86℄.
But noti e the di eren e between this and our rst example. When talking about ve tor spa es,
the \ ommas" on the left and right were both interpreted as the tensor produ t. However in the
logi example, we have two di erent interpretations. Commas on the left are treated as onjun tion,
while ommas on the right are treated as disjun tion. Thus for a proper ategori al interpretation of
poly ategories, one needs ategories with two monoidal stru tures whi h intera t in an appropriate
fashion. Su h ategories are alled linearly or weakly distributive, a notion due to Co kett and Seely
[CS97, BCST96℄. Linearly distributive ategories are the appropriate framework for onsidering
a spe i logi al system known as linear logi , introdu ed by Girard [Gir87, Gir89℄. For a brief
exposition of linear logi , see Appendix B. As we will see, the re ned logi al onne tives of linear
logi will be used to express the entanglements of our system.
There is a very geometri or graphi al al ulus for representing morphisms in poly ategories,
whi h was introdu ed by Joyal and Street in [JS91℄, and given a logi al interpretation in [BCST96℄.
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A polymorphism of the form:

! B1 ; B2 ; : : : ; B m

f : A 1 ; A2 ; : : : ; A n

is represented as follows:
A1 A2

??

B1 ?
B2 ?

...

An 1

?

...

f

...

An

??

...

?Bm 1 ? ?Bm

Thus the polymorphism is represented as a box, with the in oming and outgoing arrows labelled
by obje ts. Composition in poly ategories then an be represented pi torially in a very natural
fashion. Before giving a general dis ussion of omposition in a poly ategory, we illustrate this
graphi al representation. Suppose we are given two polymorphisms of the following form:
f : A 1 ; A 2 ; : : : ; A n ! B1 ; B 2 ; : : : ; B m ; C
g : C; D1 ; D2 ; : : : ; Dk ! E1 ; E2 ; : : : ; Ej

Note the single obje t C ommon to the odomain of f and the domain of g. Then under the
de nition of poly ategory, we an ompose these to get a morphism of form:
g ÆC f : A 1 ; A 2 ; : : : ; A n ; D 1 ; D 2 ; : : : ; D k

! B1 ; B 2 ; : : : ; B m ; E 1 ; E 2 ; : : : ; E j

The obje t C whi h \disappears" after omposition is alled the ut obje t, a terminology derived
from logi . Note that we subs ript the omposition by the obje t being ut. This omposition would
be represented by the diagram on Figure 5:

??

...

?

f

...

??

...
...

?

??
C

?

???

...

?

...

g

...

?

...

??
??

Figure 5:
We only label the segment orresponding to the ut obje t, for ease of reading. Thus omposition in a poly ategory is represented by the on atenation of the graphs of f and g, followed
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by joining the in oming and outgoing edges orresponding to the ut obje t. There are several
other possibilities for appli ations of the omposition rule. In some ases, the graphi al representation requires our arrows to ross. This orresponds to having a symmetri poly ategory. This
is very mu h related to having a symmetri tensor or tensors, i.e. ones with the property that
A B
= B A. We will always assume our poly ategories are symmetri .
We now give a more formal de nition of poly ategory. We refer the reader to [CS97, Sza75℄ for
further details.

De nition 4.2 A poly ategory C onsists of the following data:

 A set of obje ts, denoted jCj.
 If A1 ; A2 ; : : : ; An and B1; B2 ; : : : ; Bm are nite sequen es of obje ts, then we have a set of
morphisms of the form f : A1 ; A2 ; : : : ; An ! B1 ; B2 ; : : : ; Bm . We note that te hni ally one
must onsider these sequen es of obje ts as being de ned only up to permutation.

 For every obje t A, we have an identity morphism idA : A ! A.
The omposition law was already des ribed pi torially. The data of ourse are subje t to a number
of axioms, of whi h most important for us is the one whi h requires asso iativity of omposition.
The notion of polyfun tor between poly ategories is also straightforward to formulate. One rst
has a fun tion F taking obje ts to obje ts, and then given a morphism f : A1 ; A2 ; : : : ; An !
B1 ; B2 ; : : : ; Bm , one assigns to it a morphism
F (f ): F (A1 ); F (A2 ); : : : ; F (An )

! F (B1 ); F (B2 ); : : : ; F (Bm ):

(5)

Again, a number of axioms must be satis ed, in parti ular the polyfun tor must ommute with the
omposition of polymorphisms.
As suggested by the above, there is a relationship between poly ategories and monoidal ategories. It is summarized in the following lemma, whi h an be found for example in [CS97℄:

Proposition 4.3 Let C be a monoidal ategory. Then one an asso iate to C a poly ategory (whi h
will typi ally be denoted by P (C) as follows:




The obje ts of P (C) will be the same as those of C.



Composition is indu ed by the omposition in C in the following way. Suppose that we have
two polymorphisms in P (C) as follows:

A polymorphism of the form f : A1 ; A2 ; : : : ; An
A2 : : : An ! B1 B2 : : : Bm .

! B1 ; B 2 ; : : : ; B m

is a morphism f : A1

f : A 1 ; A 2 ; : : : ; A n ! B1 ; B 2 ; : : : ; B m ; C
g : C; D1 ; D2 ; : : : ; Dk ! E1 ; E2 ; : : : ; Ej

Then sin e we are in a monoidal ategory, we have morphisms
f : A 1 A 2 : : : A n ! B1 B 2 : : : B m C
g : C D1 D2 : : : Dk ! E1 E2 : : : Ej
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The omposite in P (C) is then given by:
g ÆC f = (idB1

B2 ::: Bm

g) Æ (f

idD1

D2 ::: Dk )

(6)

We note that the on epts of poly ategory and monoidal ategory are not equivalent. To obtain
an equivalen e, one needs to repla e monoidal ategories with the more general notion of linearly
distributive ategory mentioned above.
Now we will demonstrate that a dag generates a poly ategory. In this onstru tion, the nodes
of the dag will be assigned morphisms and the edges will be assigned obje ts.
We onsider the dag example of Figure 6. We have hanged labels to be more appropriate for
the present dis ussion.

6

F

6G

f3

f

f1

f2

4


D
C 6 
E
*
6



A

6

6F
Figure 6:

The idea behind the onstru tion is that the nodes of the dag (the boxes in our pi ture) will
orrespond to polymorphisms. For example, in the above pi ture, the box f1 determines a polymorphism:

! C; D
Similarly, f4 determines a polymorphism f4 : D; E ! G. Thus we see that one has a polymorf1 : A

phism orresponding to ea h node. The domain of that polymorphism will be the labels of the inoming arrows, and the odomain is determined by the labels of the outgoing arrows. These are the
basi morphisms of the poly ategory. As in the previous onstru tion, one must adjoin morphisms
orresponding to the allowable ompositions. For example, in the above ase, we an ompose the
morphisms f4 and f1 along the ut obje t D to obtain a new polymorphism f4 ÆD f1 : A; E ! C; G.
One must also add identities and must for e these omposites to satisfy the appropriate equations.
This onstru tion yields the poly ategory freely generated by the dag. More generally, we would
have the following de nition.

De nition 4.4 We suppose that we are given a nite dag G. The free poly ategory generated
by G, denoted P (G), is de ned as follows. If a given vertex v has in oming edges A1 ; A2 ; : : : ; An
and outgoing edges B1 ; B2 ; : : : ; Bm then the poly ategory will have a polymorphism of the form
fv : A1 ; A2 ; : : : ; An ! B1 ; B2 ; : : : ; Bm . In general by indu tion, if P (G) has polymorphisms of the
form:
f : A 1 ; A 2 ; : : : ; A n ! B1 ; B 2 ; : : : ; B m ; C
g : C; D1 ; D2 ; : : : ; Dk ! E1 ; E2 ; : : : ; Ej
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then we require the existen e of a omposite g ÆC f as a new polymorphism. We assume the
existen e of an identity morphism for ea h edge of G. Finally we impose on this data the ne essary
equations implied by the de nition of poly ategory.
4.3

Categories of interventions

Next we des ribe an appropriate for our onstru tion poly ategory of intervention operators; there
are several reasonable hoi es, this being the most straightforward. We start with the well known
fa t that the ategory Hilb of Hilbert spa es and bounded linear operators is a monoidal ategory.
Hen e by the onstru tion of lemma 4.3, we obtain a poly ategory. However this is not the ategory
we will ultimately use. We will introdu e a ategory Conj. Intuitively, the obje ts are Hilbert spa e
endomorphisms and morphisms are onjugations. A more formal de nition is as follows. Obje ts
are nite-dimensional Hilbert spa es. A morphism from H1 to H2 is a nite family of maps fAi gi2I
of linear morphisms Ai : H1 ! H2 . Composition is then des ribed as follows. If we have the
following pair of maps:

H1

fA g 2
i

i

! H2
I

fB g 2
j

j

! H3

J

then the omposite is:

P

H1

fB Æ A gh i2 
j

i

i;j

I

! H3

J

A morphism in Conj an be seen as taking endomorphisms of H1 to endomorphisms of H2
by the formula O 7! m Am OAym . The monoidal stru ture on Hilb lifts to a monoidal stru ture
on the ategory Conj. The tensor produ t operator is the usual tensor produ t of operators on
Hilbert spa es, on maps we take all possible pairings. We next restri t the lass of morphisms by
onsidering only those families suxh that the orresponding onjugation is tra e preserving. We
all the resulting ategory Dio. This ategory also inherits a monoidal stru ture. As dis ussed in
Lemma 4.3 any monoidal ategory anoni ally gives rise to a poly ategory asso iated to it. We will
denote by P (Dio) the poly ategory asso iated with Dio.

5 The logi of poly ategories
While de nition 4.4 gives the free poly ategory generated by a dag G, it will prove to be useful to
have a more onstru tive des ription. Proof-theoreti te hniques have proven to be useful in des ribing free poly ategories. In our ase, the logi al stru tures ne essary are quite simple, and so we
digress brie y to put de nition 4.4 in logi al terms. Re all that one of the ommon interpretations
of a polymorphism is as a logi al sequent3 of the form:
A1 ; A 2 ; : : : ; A n ` B 1 ; B 2 ; : : : ; B m

Our system will have only one inferen e rule, alled the Cut rule, whi h states:
` ; A 0; A ` 0
; 0 ` ; 0
3

We note that for purposes of this paper sequents should always be onsidered "up to permutation", i.e. one may
rearrange the order of premises and on lusions as one sees t.
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This should be interpreted as saying that if one has derived the two sequents above the line,
then one an infer the sequent below the line. Proofs in the system always begin with axioms.
Axioms are of the form A1 ; A2 ; : : : ; An ` B1 ; B2 ; : : : ; Bm , where A1 ; A2 ; : : : ; An are the in oming
edges of some vertex in our dag, and B1 ; B2 ; : : : ; Bm will be the outgoing edges. There will be one
su h axiom for ea h vertex in our dag. For example, onsider Figure 3. Then we will have the
following axioms:
1

a`

2

b ` d; e; f

3

4

5

6

; d ` g; h e ` i f; g ` j h; i ` k

where we have labelled ea h entailment symbol with the name of the orresponding vertex. The
following is an example of a dedu tion in this system of the sequent a; b ` f; g; h; i.
a`

; d ` g; h
a; d ` g; h
b ` d; e; f
a; b ` e; f; g; h
e`i
a; b ` f; g; h; i

This dedu tion orresponds to the fa t that in the free poly ategory generated by this dag, one has
a morphism a; b ! f; g; h; i. In fa t, it is easy to see that there is a pre ise orresponden e between
dedu tions in this logi al system and nonidentity morphisms in the free poly ategory.
As a rst attempt at apturing quantum evolution on a dag G axiomati ally, one might onsider
taking a polyfun tor from P (G) to P (Hilb), where Hilb is the usual ategory of nite-dimensional
Hilbert spa es with its usual tensor produ t. Note that su h a polyfun tor must ne essarily take
a sequen e of, say, in oming edges A1 ; A2 ; : : : ; An to H1 H2 : : : Hn where Hi orresponds to
Ai . Then one would (tentatively) de ne a set  of edges to be valid if there is a dedu tion in
the logi generated by G of `  where is a set of initial edges. Equivalently there must be a
morphism !  in P (G). Then the polyfun tor would take this to a morphism of Hilbert spa es
T : H ! H . The initial density matri es would always be assumed to be given, and one would
just apply T to the appropriate initial density matri es to obtain the density matrix asso iated to
. The lo ative sli es are the ones on whi h density matri es an be obtained without the tra e
operation and we are looking to equate the notions of lo ative and valid for sli es. This approa h
would be genuinely axiomati , and would evidently be appli able to other situations by simply
using a ategory other than Hilbert spa es as the target of the polyfun tor. Furthermore we would
suggest that using logi as the means of al ulating the matri es gives the approa h a very anoni al
avor.
However, with this notion of validity, we would fail to apture all lo ative sli es, and thus our
tentative notion of validity will have to be modi ed. For example, onsider the dag underlying the
system of Figure 2 shown in Figure 7.
Corresponding to this dag, we get the following basi morphisms (axioms):
a ` b;

b`d

`e

d; e ` f:

Evidently, the set ff g is a lo ative sli e, and yet the sequent a ` f is not derivable. The sequent
a ` d; e is derivable, and one would like to ut it against d; e ` f , but one is only allowed to ut
a single formula. Su h \multi uts" are expressly forbidden, as they lead to undesirable logi al
properties [Blu93℄.
Physi ally, the reason for this problem is that the sequent d; e ` f does not en ode the information that the two states at d and e are orrelated. It is pre isely the fa t that they are orrelated
that implies that one would need to use a multi ut. To avoid this problem, one must introdu e some
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Figure 7:
notation, spe i ally a syntax for spe ifying su h orrelations. We will use the logi al onne tives of
the multipli ative fragment of linear logi [Gir87, Gir95℄ to this end. The multipli ative disjun tion
of linear logi , denoted } and alled the par onne tive, will express su h nonlo al orrelations. In
our example, we will write the sequent orresponding to vertex 4 as d}e ` f to express the fa t
that the subsystems asso iated with these two edges are possibly entangled through intera tions in
their ommon past.
Note that whenever two (or more) subsystems emerge from an intera tion, they are orrelated.
In linear logi , this is re e ted by the following rule alled the (right) Par rule :

` ; A; B
` ; A}B
Thus we an always introdu e the symbol for orrelation in the right hand side of the sequent.
Noti e that we an ut along a ompound formula without violating any logi al rules. So in the
present setting, we would have the following dedu tion:
a ` b; b ` d
a ` ;d
a ` d; e
a ` d}e

`e
a`f

d}e ` f

All the uts in this dedu tion are legitimate; instead of a multi ut we are utting along a ompound
formula in the last step. So the rst step in modifying our general pres ription is to extend our
poly ategory logi , whi h originally ontained only the ut rule, to in lude the onne tive rules of
linear logi . These are des ribed in Appendix B.
The above logi al rule determines how one introdu es a par onne tive on the righthand side
of a sequent. For the lefthand side, one introdu es pars in the axioms by the following general
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pres ription. Given a vertex in a multigraph, we suppose that it has in oming edges a1 ; a2 ; : : : ; an
and outgoing edges b1 ; b2 ; : : : ; bm . In the previous formulation, this vertex would have been labelled
with the axiom = a1 ; a2 ; : : : ; an ` b1 ; b2 ; : : : ; bm . We will now introdu e several pars (}) on the
lefthand side to indi ate entanglements of the sort des ribed above. Begin by de ning a relation
 by saying ai  aj if there is an initial edge and dire ted paths from to ai and from to aj .
This is not an equivalen e relation, but one takes the equivalen e relation generated by the relation
. Call this new relation 
=. This equivalen e relation, like all equivalen e relations, partitions the
set into a set of equivalen e lasses. One then "pars" together the elements of ea h equivalen e
lass, and this determines the stru ture of the lefthand side of our axiom. For example, onsider
verti es 5 and 6 in Figure 3. Vertex 5 would be labelled by f}g ` j and vertex 6 would be labelled
by h}i ` k. On the other hand, vertex 3 would be labelled by ; d ` g; h.
Just as the par onne tive indi ates the existen e of past orrelations, we use the more familiar tensor symbol , whi h is also a onne tive of linear logi , to indi ate the la k of nonlo al
orrelation. This onne tive also has a logi al rule:
` ; A 0 ` 0; B
; 0 ` ; 0 ; A B
But we note that unlike in ordinary logi , this rule an only be applied in situations that are
physi ally meaningful. We will say that two dedu tions  and 0 are spa elike separated if all the
the verti es of  and 0 are pairwise spa elike separated. In the above formula, we require that
the dedu tions of ` ; A and 0 ` 0 ; B are spa elike separated. This restri tion of appli ation
of inferen e rules is similar to the restri tions of ludi s [Gir01℄. From a ategori al standpoint, the
restri tions imply that the onne tives are only partial fun tors, but this is only a minor issue.
Summarizing, to every dag G we asso iate its \logi ", namely the edges are onsidered as
formulas and verti es are axioms. We have the usual linear logi al onne tive rules, in luding
the ut rule whi h in our setting is interpreted physi ally as propagation. The par onne tive
denotes orrelation, and the tensor la k of orrelation. Note that every dedu tion in our system
will on lude with a sequent of the form ` , where is a set of initial edges.
Now one would like to modify the de nition of validity to say that a set of edges  is valid
^ su h that the list of edges
if in our extended poly ategory logi , one an derive a sequent ` 
^ was pre isely , and is a set of initial edges. However this is still not suÆ ient
appearing in 
as an axiomati approa h to apturing all lo ative sli es. We note the example in Figure 8.
Evidently the sli e ff; gg is lo ative, but we laim that it annot be derived even in our extended
logi . To this dire ted graph, we would asso iate the following axioms:
a ` ; h b ` d; e

; d ` f h; e ` g
Note that there are no orrelations between and d or between h and e. Thus no }- ombinations
an be introdu ed. Now if one attempts to derive a; b ` f; g, we pro eed as follows:
;d ` f
a ` ; h b ` d; e
a; b `
d; h; e
d`f
a; b ` h; e; f

At this point, we are unable to pro eed. Had we attempted the symmetri approa h tensoring
h and e together, we would have en ountered the same problem.
The problem is that our logi al system is still missing one ru ial aspe t, and that is that
orrelations develop dynami ally as the system evolves, or equivalently as the dedu tion pro eeds.
Thus our axioms must hange dynami ally as well. We give the following de nition.
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De nition 5.1 Suppose we have a dedu tion  of the sequent `  in the graph logi asso iated
to the dag G, and that T is a vertex in G to the future or a ausal to the edges of the set  with a
and b among the in oming edges of T . Then a and b are orrelated with respe t to  if there exist
outgoing edges and d of the proof  and dire ted paths from to a and from d to b.
So the point here is that when performing a dedu tion, one does not assign an axiom to a given
vertex until it is ne essary to use that axiom in the proof. Then one assigns that axiom using
this new notion of orrelation and the equivalen e relation de ned above. This pres ription re e ts
the physi al reality that entanglement of lo al quantum subsystems ould develop as a result of a
distant intera tion between some other subsystems of the same quantum system. We are nally
able to give the following ru ial de nition:

De nition 5.2 A set  of edges in a dag G is said to be valid if there is a dedu tion in the
^ where 
^ is a sequen e of formulas whose underlying set of edges is
logi asso iated to G of ` 
pre isely  and where is a set of initial edges, in fa t the set of initial edges to the past of .
We are also ready to state the result relating the logi al dedu tion and the dynami s of Se tion 3.2 in a graph.

Theorem 5.3 A set of edges is valid if and only if it is lo ative. More spe i ally, if there is a
^ as des ribed above, then  is ne essarily lo ative. Conversely, given any lo ative
dedu tion of ` 
sli e, one an nd su h a dedu tion.
Proof R. e all that a lo ative sli e L is obtained from the set of initial edges in its past by an
indu tive pro edure. At ea h step, we hoose arbitrarily a minimal vertex u in the past of L, remove
the in oming edges of u and add the outgoing edges. This step orresponds to the appli ation of
a ut rule, and the method we have used of assigning the par onne tive to the lefthand side of
an axiom ensures that it is always a legal ut. The tensor rule is ne essary in order to ombine
spa elike separated subsystems in order to prepare for the appli ation of the ut rule.
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Thus we have su essfully given an axiomati logi -based approa h to des ribing evolution. In
summary, to nd the density matrix asso iated to a lo ative sli e , one nds a set of linear logi
^ where is as above. This
formulas whose underlying set of atoms is  and a dedu tion of ` 
dedu tion is interpreted as a morphism in the orresponding poly ategory, and the polyfun tor to
P (Dio) is applied to obtain a morphism in the ategory Dio. One then plugs in the given initial
data to obtain the density matrix orresponding to that sli e. Given a nonlo ative sli e, one simply
nds a lo ative sli e ontaining it, repeats the above pro edure and then tra es out the extraneous
edges.

6 Con lusions
We have presented an axiomati system for the analysis of quantum evolution. The dynami s is
lo al as to preserve ausality, but at the same time entanglement of separated quantum systems is
faithfully represented. One ould apply these ideas to other situations by using a ategory other
than the ategory of intervention operators as the target of the fun tor. An appropriate ategori al
stru ture for the target is the notion of a tra ed monoidal ategory [JSV96℄ or the notion of a
tra ed ideal [ABP99℄. See also [BCS00℄. One parti ular situation whi h might be analyzed in
this framework is the notion of lassi al probabilisti information. The paper [ABP99℄ ontains a
ategory of probabilisti relations whi h might be of parti ular interest in this setting.
Our work also suggests a natural extension of the notion of onsistent or de oherent histories
[GMH93, Gri96℄. Restri ting the intervention operators at the verti es of our graph G to be
proje tion operators we an onsider G to denote a parti ular history within a set of histories. This
relaxes the usual linear ordering of events onsidered in the literature thus far. An exposition of
histories on graphs is under preparation.
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A The Density Matrix Formalism
This se tion an safely be skipped by physi ists. We assume that all Hilbert spa es are nite
dimensional for simpli ity.
The postulates of quantum me hani s assert that the state of a system is des ribed by a ray in
some Hilbert spa e, H. Following Dira we denote a state by the \ket" j i and the orresponding
element of the dual spa e by the \bra" h j. Typi ally the rays are represented by normalized
ve tors; h j i = 1.
An observable is des ribed by a self-adjoint operator A. The result of measuring the physi al
quantity asso iated with A one of the eigenvalues of A. Let i be the eigenvalues of A and let ji i
be the asso iated eigenve tors. A state j i an be written as

j i=

X
i

j i:

i i

If a measurement of A is made on the system in the state the result i will be obtained with
probability j i j2 .
In order to apture partial information about quantum systems one uses density matri es. Before
we des ribe density matri es we review some linear algebra in the bra-ket notation. A proje tion
operator is a linear operator P : H ! H with P 2 = P . Given a ket j i the notation j ih j denotes
the proje tion operator onto the one dimensional subspa e spanned by j i. To verify this note that
(j

ih j)(j i = j ih j i = j i
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and

(j ih j)(ji) = j ih ji = h jij i:
If j i i is an orthonormal basis for H the identity matrix is written i j i ih i j. If Q is a linear
operator with eigenvalues qi and eigenve tors jqi i, whi h form an orthonormal basis for H, we an
represent Q as i qijqi ihqi j. To see this, let j i = i i jqi i then

P

Qj

i=

P

P

X

j i=

X

X

j ihqi jqj i =

i Q qi

i

now using our representation for Q we al ulate
Qj

i=

X q jq ihq j(j
i

i i

i

i) =

i

j qi qi

i;j

j i

i qi qi

X
i

j i:

i qi qi

This is a toy version of the spe tral theorem.
A state (i.e. a ray in H) is alled a pure state. The fa t that H is a Hilbert spa e means
that states an be added to obtain superpositions. This is part of the well-known indetermina y of
quantum me hani s. If a and b are distin t eigenvalues of some observable A with orresponding
eigenve tors jai and jbi it is perfe tly possible to prepare a state of the form p12 (jai + jbi). A
measurement of A on su h a state will yield either a or b ea h with probability 21 . However, it
is also possible that a mixture is prepared. That is to say instead of a quantum superposition a
lassi al sto hasti mixture is prepared. In order to des ribe these we will use density matri es.
For a system in a pure state j i, the density matrix is just the proje tion operator j ih j. If
we have an observable Q with eigenvalues qi - assumed nondegenerate for simpli ity - then we an
expand j i in terms of the eigenve tors by

j i=

P

X
i

j i:

i qi

Now the probability of observing qi when measuring Q in the state j
the identity is given by I = j jqj ihqj j we get that
P rob(qi ; j i) =

Xhq j
i

j

i is jhqij ij2 . Re alling that

ih jqj ihqj jqii

whi h after rearranging and using the de nition of tra e of an operator yields
T r((jqi ihqi j)(j ih j)):
If as is typi al we write  for the density matrix and Pi for the proje tion operator onto the
subspa e spanned by the eigenve tor jqi i we get
P rob(qi; j i) = T r(Pi ):
It is an easy al ulation to show that the expe tation value for Q in the state j i is T r(Q).
What if the state is not known ompletely? Suppose that we only know that a system is one of
several possible states j 1 i; : : : ; j k i with probabilities p1 ; : : : ; pk respe tively. We de ne the density
matrix for su h a state to be
=

Xk p j
i=1

i

i

ih i j:

The same formulas for the probability of observing a value qi , i.e. T r(Pi ) and for the expe tation
value of Q, i.e. T r(Q) apply. One an he k dire tly that a density matrix has the following two
properties.
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Proposition A.1 An operator  on H is a density matrix if and only if




 has tra e 1 and
 is a positive operator.

Furthermore, if  is a density operator, T r(2 )
(i.e. a proje tion operator).

 1 with equality if and only if  is a pure state

Suppose that we have a density matrix  des ribing a pure state of an n + m dimensional system.
Now suppose that an observer an only see the rst n dimensions. The density matrix  des ribing
what he an see is ontained by taking the partial tra e over the m dimensions that the observer
annot see. Doing this gives, in general, a nonpure state. Similarly a omplementary observer who
sees only the m dimensions would onstru t her density matrix  by taking the appropriate partial
tra e. Taking these tra es loses information; in fa t, one annot re onstru t  even from both xi
and . Certainly the tensor produ t of xi and  does not give ba k . This is due to the loss of
the ross- orrelation information that was en oded in  but is not represented in either  or .
The axioms of quantum me hani s are easily stated in the language of density matri es. For
example, if evolution from time t1 to time t2 is des ribed by the unitary transformation U and 
is the density matrix for time t1 , then the evolved density matrix 0 for time t2 is given by the
formula 0 = UU y . Similarly, one an des ribe measurements represented by proje tive operators
in terms of density matri es [NC00, Pre℄.

B Linear logi
This se tion an safely be skipped by logi ians.
Linear logi [Gir87℄ is a logi introdu ed by Girard in 1987 to allow a ner analysis of how
\resour es" are onsumed in the ourse of a dedu tion. As already remarked in the text, the
primary obje ts of study in logi and espe ially proof theory are sequents, and the onstru tors of
sequents, the inferen e rules. Several examples have already been given su h as the ut rule:
` ; A 0; A ` 0 CUT
; 0 ` ; 0
So typi ally an inferen e rule is a pres ription for reating a more omplex sequent from one or
possibly several simpler ones. Two typi al inferen e rules are the rules of ontra tion and weakening.
These are as follows:
; A; A ` 
; A `  CONT

`
; A `  W EAK
There are similar rules for the righthand side as well. These have long been standard in most
logi s, and indeed have a strong intuitive meaning. For example, ontra tion says that it is unne essary to make the same assumption twi e. However, in Girard's reexamination of the sequent
al ulus, he proposed an interpretation in whi h the formulas to the left of a sequent are resour es
to be onsumed in the ourse of produ ing the output, i.e. the on lusions. From this perspe tive,
the rules of ontra tion and weakening are quite dubious. The rst step towards de ning linear
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logi then is to re over these rules from the system. The result is a remarkably ri h stru ture, the
most notable aspe t of whi h is that the usual onne tives of logi , onjun tion and disjun tion,
ea h split into two onne tives. These onne tives are naturally split into two lasses, the multipli ative and the additive onne tives. It is only the multipli ative onne tives that will on ern us
here. Here are the rules for these onne tives:
` ; A; B
` ; A}B Right }
; A `  0 ; B ` 0
Left }
; 0 A}B ` ; 0
` ; A 0 ` 0; B Right
; 0 ` ; 0 ; A B
; A; B ` 
Left
;A B ` 

Categori ally, the stru ture of linear logi has striking properties as well. As is traditional in
ategori al logi , one an form a ategory whose obje ts are formulas, and morphisms are proofs.
This onstru tion is des ribed for example in [Lam69, LS86℄. When one applies this onstru tion
to (multipli ative) linear logi (MLL), one obtains a spe ial lass of symmetri monoidal losed
ategories alled -autonomous. These were de ned by Barr in [Bar79℄.
Subsequently it was demonstrated that the orresponden e between proofs in MLL and morphisms in the free -autonomous ategory is quite sharp. See [Blu93, BCST96℄. This orresponden e
between morphisms and proofs is best expressed using proof nets, a graph-theoreti system for representing MLL proofs [Gir87℄. Proof nets had already been seen to be a remarkable dedu tive
system, exhibiting properties of great importan e in the analysis of omputation, espe ially onurrent omputation. The pre ise onne tion between proof nets and free -autonomous ategories
provides further eviden e of their great utility.
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